Spring Term 1 Curriculum Overview
Year 6
Our Topic: Age of Technology
st

Subject

1

English

In English we are learning
 The key features of report writing
 To deconstruct and analyse non-fiction reports
 How to write our own newspaper reports
 Develop our analytical knowledge of grammar and punctuation
 To use grammar and punctuation for effect in our own writing
In Mathematics we are learning about
 Use of BODMAS
 Ratio and proportion
 Probability
 Reading graphs
 Mean, medium, mode
 Number patterns
Timetables and mental maths will be revised every day.
Electricity
 How circuits are formed
 Electrical symbols and circuit diagrams
 Investigate series and parallel circuits
 Consider the nature of electricity and its uses
 The dangers of electricity and how to stay safe
Communicating safely

Mathematics

Science / Grow It /
Cook It

Computing / Film It

Half Term



Learn how to send and reply to messages sent by a safe email partner (within school) and
develop an awareness of e-safety when using e-mail.



Look at online safety and create our own 2 minute film on keeping safe online

History / Geography

Vikings
 Look at where the Vikings originated from; the Viking expansion and its motives; Viking
warfare and ships; Viking society; Viking culture, including their use of runes and sagas.

Art / Design
Technology

Construction
 Create a Viking ship by developing ideas through discussion, annotating drawing and
developing step by step plans.
 Develop questioning and observational skills

Music

Performing together
 Learn to improve diction and sing in two parts; play instrumental accompaniments;
practise and rehearse individually and as a class
 Present performances to different audiences and achieve a high quality performance that
creates the intended effect
How do people express faith through the art in religions
 Explore the ways art; music and drama are used to express aspects of faith.
 Express how certain art forms are used to express feelings, emotions and intentions and
learn how these are used in a religious context to express faith

Religious Education

Physical Education

Outdoor PE
 Develop tactics and team play through playing tag rugby
Indoor PE
 Learn the Viking dance
Through
the subject of Philosophy For Children (P4C) we will be developing –
Philosophy for
Debating skills
Children (P4C /Ask It )
Questioning skills
Big Question – Do we Ask It in other contexts?
We will be learning
Modern Foreign
How to describe people and things; how to form negative sentences; and revise basic vocabulary of
Languages – Spanish
place, numbers and colours.
Thank you for your support. If you need any further information please do not hesitate to contact the class
teachers. We look forward to an exciting and hardworking term.

